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Abstract: 

This bachelor thesis is dealing with interactive homework exercises in English language 

teaching. It focuses on young learners, learners of lower grades of elementary school. 

The theoretical part describes young learners, their specific characteristics and needs 

and suggests suitable activities for these learners. This part focuses on interactive 

homework exercises provided by modern technologies in English language teaching. It 

explains the term “interactivity“ and it describes advantages and disadvantages of using 

modern technologies for assigning interactive homework exercises. The practical part 

defines criteria for the evaluation of interactive homework exercises assigned to young 

learners in English language teaching and afterwards it evaluates one randomly chosen 

exercise according to developed evaluation criteria. 

Key words: young learners, English language teaching, homework, modern 

technologies, interactivity 

Abstrakt 

Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá užitím interaktivních domácích cvičení ve výuce 

anglického jazyka. Práce se zaměřuje na žáky prvního stupně základní školy. Teoretická 

část se věnuje popisu žáků prvního stupně základní školy, jejich specifických znaků, 

vývoje a vhodných aktivit pro tyto žáky. Dále pojednává o problematice domácího 

úkolu ve výuce anglického jazyka. Definuje pojem „interaktivita“ a uvádí výhody a 

nevýhody užití moderních technologií pro zadávání interaktivních domácích cvičení. 

Praktická část je věnována návrhu vhodných kritérií pro hodnocení interaktivních 

cvičení zadávaných jako domácí úkoly žákům prvního stupně základní školy ve výuce 

anglického jazyka. Následně je vybráno jedno interaktivní cvičení, které je podle 

vytvořených kritérií zhodnoceno.  

Klíčová slova: žáci prvního stupně základní školy, výuka anglického jayka, domácí 

úkol, interaktivita 
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1 Introduction 

The purpose of this work is to introduce the issue of interactive homework exercises in 

English language teaching, which are assigned to young learners. Our world is changing 

very fast and children probably do not play with marbles in their leisure time any more. 

Computers and the Internet influence their world now. Not surprisingly, education has 

to react on this new trend and modern technologies are successively incorporated in 

education as effective didactic means.   

Considering the growing need for the acquisition of basic skills of work with 

computational technologies, the educational area ICTs has been included as a 

compulsory part of elementary education at Stages 1 and 2 (FEP EE, 2007, p.32). 

This work is dealing with the issue of homework in English language teaching (here and 

after ELT). Homework is rarely mentioned in educational literature and it is not 

mentioned in the fundamental curricular documents of the Czech educational system at 

all. This work points out that homework is an inseparable part of teaching and it should 

not be overlooked. Interactive exercises are considered a suitable form of homework 

exercises for young learners. Since modern technologies play a crucial role in designing 

and assigning interactive homework exercises and since not many sources dealing with 

interactive exercises were found, more space is devoted to modern technologies in this 

work. Nowadays, modern technologies and interactive applications are used by teachers 

as modern didactic means that should help them to make homework exercises easier, 

funnier, more attractive and more beneficial to their learners. 

The theoretical part shows that teachers should plan the homework as carefully as they 

plan lessons. For this reason, the first aim of the practical part was to define important 

criteria for the evaluation of interactive homework exercises assigned to young learners 

in English language. These criteria are based on the theoretical part and the professional 

literature. They could be used for example by teachers of English that want to assign an 

interactive homework exercise to their learners but they are not sure how they should 

decide whether the exercise is suitable for their learners. The second aim of the practical 

part was to evaluate one randomly chosen interactive exercise according to established 

criteria and suggest whether it is suitable for the concrete class of the learners of 

elementary school.  



 

It seems to be important to clarify the basic terms used in this work. The term 

“elementary school” represents the first institution where the learners received the 

compulsory education. In the Czech educational system, the first five years spent at 

elementary school are called “the first stage” and the next four years of the compulsory 

education are labelled as “the second stage” of elementary school. The term “class” 

refers to the group of learners who are taught together and the expression “grade” is 

used to define individual years of elementary school. These terms were chosen 

according to Framework Educational Programme for Elementary Education (here and 

after FEP EE). The term “modern technologies” is often used in this paper and although 

its meaning could include lots of technical equipment, for the purpose of this work, it 

refers to computers and to the Internet.  

  



 

THEORETICAL PART 

2 Characteristics and needs of young learners 

Since the aim of the practical part is to define criteria for the evaluation of interactive 

homework exercises assigned to young learners in English language, it is vital to 

introduce and describe young learners, their development, characteristics and needs and 

to suggest what types of activities are suitable for these learners. 

2.1 Young learners 

People can wrongly perceive young learners as children of unspecified age. However, 

this term has exact boundaries that classify it. According to Sarah Phillips, young 

learners are “children from the first year of formal schooling (five or six years old) to 

eleven or twelve years of age” (1993, p. 5). Similarly, Scott and Ytreberg present these 

learners as children “between five and ten or eleven years old” (1990, p. 2). These 

definitions precisely depict what the term “young learners” means in this paper.  

2.2 Development of young learners 

The teacher who works with young learners should be aware of their diverse 

stages of cognitive, emotional, physical, social and language development. Without this 

specific knowledge, it would be extremely demanding to teach effectively.  

Čáp and Mareš describe the period of the first stage of elementary education as early 

school age (6/7–11/12 years) (Čáp, Mareš, 2001, p.228,). This period is sometimes 

labelled as an age of a preparation for pubescence or as calm years without considerable 

changes. Vágnerová refers to Freud (1991) who called this period as a phase of latency 

(calm state) and to Erikson (1963) who characterized it as a phase of emotional balance. 

Vágnerová highlights that this period could be understood as the time of calm and peace 

unless there would be the social pressure of school, family or classmates. (Vágnerová, 

2000, p. 237) Although the first years at elementary school can be seen as a peaceful 

time, in reality this period brings important changes in learners’ development. 



 

The first entering of elementary school is considered as an important change in learners’ 

life. They have to acquire a new role of learners. “Starting school life is an important 

social turning point for all children” (Vágnerová, 2000, p. 236, my translation). During 

the early school age, young learners must cope with many difficulties. They meet new 

authority, they have to cooperate with unknown classmates, they are assessed for the 

first time and they have to learn discipline in the classroom. “Children acquire new and 

different experience and skills that differ from the family environment and customs in 

many ways” (Vágnerová, 2000, p. 148, my translation). Young learners at the early 

school age need to feel support of their parents. The family satisfies almost all of the 

child’s needs and they are “still dependent on adults support for much of what they do.” 

(Dunn, 1983, p.12) The development of young learners during this period can have a 

strong impact on their attitude to school and on their feelings about education in 

general.  

2.2.1 Cognitive development 

According to Piaget’s division, young learners are considered to be in the concrete 

operational stage (seven to twelve years) and they should be able to reason logically 

about concrete objects and events. (Čáp, 2001, p. 231) Čáp claims that thinking of 

young learners at the early school age is much more developed in comparison with 

preceding stages of their development. At the same time, it is not developed enough to 

make conceptual thoughts (Čáp, 2001, p. 230). Main features of young learners that are 

connected with their cognitive development are described in detail in the chapter called 

“specific characteristic of young learners.” 

2.2.2 Physical development 

Physically, young learners should develop “balance, spatial awareness, and fine control 

of certain muscles” that allows them to hold a pen, to colour, to write, etc. (Phillips, 

1993, p.6). Some activities can be highly problematic until young learners develop “a 

certain degree of muscular control” (Dunn, 1983, p.14). 



 

2.2.3 Social development 

On the social side, young learners are expected to develop certain social characteristics 

that enable them to fit into the society they live in, to communicate and share with 

others and “to be assertive without being aggressive” (Phillips, 1993, p.6). They need to 

learn how to communicate with the teacher, with their classmates and friends in the 

school environment. 

2.2.4 Language development 

First language development plays a significant role in a young learners’ progress. Dunn 

points out that it is “important to realise that a child’s ability to use his first language is 

a crucial factor in learning process” (Dunn, 1983, p.10). That is why the teacher should 

recognize the level of a learner’s first language development in order to plan appropriate 

activities common to his or her mother tongue and English lessons. According to Scott 

and Ytreberg, young learners are “competent users of their mother tongue” and by the 

age of ten, they should be able to “understand abstracts, symbols, generalise and 

systematise.” (1990, p. 5) 

2.2.5 Emotional development 

Teachers of young learners should not forget about the emotional development of their 

learners even though it can be “difficult to examine all aspects” of this development 

(Dunn, 1983, p.13). There are obvious differences in learners’ temperament. Some of 

them are violent, others timid, some can be too enthusiastic and others morose. Dunn 

suggests that teachers should watch each learner in the classroom as well as in the 

playground and she advises to talk to parents about their child’s temperament. This can 

help to design special activities that give a learner a chance to develop his or her 

character (1983, p. 14). 

In addition, during the early school age, children should be supported in the 

development of their independent learning, acquiring skills that will help them in 

learning outside the school. “It is increasingly recognized that children need to ‘learn 

how to learn’” (Phillips, 1993, p. 6). This means that learning should not be restricted 

only to the classroom, workbooks and a teacher, but learners should be encouraged in 



 

learning how to organize their work and also how to experiment with different learning 

styles and learning strategies. 

Obviously, it must be taken into consideration that the development of young learners 

can progress differently. Some of them develop faster whereas some develop more 

slowly and these young learners “cannot be thought of only in chronological terms; 

personal development and cultural background play an important role in the readiness of 

a child to learn” (Dunn, 1984, p. 1). In addition, the process of development is 

individual and differs a lot. ”Some children develop gradually, others in leaps and 

bounds” (Scott, Ytreberg, 1990, p. 6). Teachers should have an awareness of learners’ 

individual progress so they can appropriately modify the activities to meet their needs. 

2.3 Specific characteristics of young learners 

It is obvious that young learners differ a lot in comparison with pubescent learners. One 

of the main features of young learners is their ability “to respond to meaning even if 

they do not understand individual words” (Harmer, p. 82). Very young children are able 

to understand what is being said to them by gesture, action, intonation or facial 

expressions without knowing what the specific words mean. Young learners “have great 

skill in using limited language creatively” (Hallivell, 1992, p  3). This ability is typical 

for very young children. They create new grammatical forms and concepts. This ‘human 

instinct’ can appear in the language classroom as well. Similarly, Dunn sees the 

exceptionality of young learners in the quickness of children acquiring new language 

without giving any grammar directions. (Dunn, 1983, p. 7)  

 The next important characteristic of young children is definitely their natural curiosity 

and excitement in learning. They are naturally interested in learning about the world, 

which can be “a valuable source of motivation in the classroom” (Slattery). Halliwell 

points out that young learners take “great pleasure in finding and creating fun in what 

they do” (Halliwell, 1992, p. 3). Children are usually very spontaneous and impulsive 

and that is why they enjoy playing games and roles. The fact that children are usually 

enthusiastic and active is probably the reason why it can be easier for teachers to 

maintain class discipline and to motivate learners. However, teachers should not forget 

that children have a short and limited attention span and “unless activities are extremely 



 

engaging they can easily get bored” (Harmer, p. 82). After every activity, children need 

to feel support, individual attention and valuable feedback on their action provided by 

the teacher, which is not always easy. 

2.4 Suitable activities for young learners 

The developmental stage of learners is definitely one of the main factors in the teacher’s 

decision what and how to teach. There would be no point in asking a child to do a task 

that requires a special skill that he or she has not developed yet or that is too difficult.  

“People of different ages have different needs, competences, and cognitive skills; 

we might expect children of primary age to acquire much of foreign language 

through play, for example, whereas for adults we can reasonably expect a greater 

use of abstract thought” (Harmer, p. 87). 

An inappropriately assigned task could result in “a restless classroom, or discipline 

problems in large classes” (Dunn, 1983, p.8). The content of lessons, which is chosen 

by a teacher, can be affected by many other factors influencing maturity of children. 

These are for example children’s sex, culture, environment, hobbies and interests or the 

expectations of their parents. 

Teachers do not have to forget that learners can differ in various learning styles. By 

using different types of activities, the teacher gives the learners the opportunity to find a 

way of learning that suits them the best. Many approaches to learning styles were 

developed but for the purpose of this work, the approach developed by Bandler and 

Grindler is used. Their division of learning styles is based on “neuro-linguistic 

programming” and their approach includes four ways of learning: visual, auditory, 

kinesthetic and tactile. (Vester) Vester confirms that the best activities for visual 

learners are those, which include using colourful pictures. Auditory learners will prefer 

activities that include songs, storytelling or repetitions. Moving around during the role-

play would be the best way of learning for kinesthetic and tactile learners. (Vester) To 

meet the needs of learners and their various learning styles, teachers could use multi-

sensory approach, which combines different teaching methods in order to help learners 

to learn through more than one of the senses. Painter asserts: 



 

“It is not necessary to label the students (you are a visual/kinaesthetic learner) but 

to make students aware which types of activities they prefer, and encourage them 

to do what works for them” (Painter, 2003, p. 9). 

He suggests that the learners can complete a questionnaire (Appendix 1), which helps 

them to determine their preferences for their own learning outside the classroom 

(2003, p. 10). 

There is a general consensus in literature, that the most effective activities for young 

learners are those that are presented in a form of a game, repetitions, role-plays or 

physical response activities. “Children have an amazing ability to absorb language 

through play and other activities which they find enjoyable” (Scott, Ytreberg, 1990. 

p.6). Young learners love this kind of activities and they are usually willing to cooperate 

actively. If young learners are allowed to do something they consider pleasing, they do 

not perceive the fact that they are learning during this process.  

“It is common sense that if an activity is enjoyable, it will be memorable; the 

language involved will ‘stick’, and the children will have a sense of achievement, 

which will develop motivation for further learning” (Phillips, 1993, p. 6). 

Interests, hobbies and attitudes of learners play the next important role in deciding 

which activities are most appropriate for a specific class of learners. If the teacher is 

able to tailor activities suitably to the learners, he or she can raise a positive attitude 

towards learning English language or another subject. 

Some authors advise that activities for young learners should allow them to move 

around within the classroom. Scott and Ytreberg suggest, “Most activities for the 

younger learners should include movement and involve the senses” (1990. p. 5). 

Similarly, Dunn claims, “Rhymes, for example, can include activities like jumping or 

dancing, and games can include physical activity games” (1983, p. 15). 

Since the attention span of young learners is limited, teachers should not choose 

activities that require too much time and concentration. Scott and Ytreberg point out the 

importance of variety – “variety of activity, variety of pace, variety of organisation, 

variety of voice” (1990. p. 6). All of these can contribute to make the lesson enjoyable 

and effective. 



 

Finally yet importantly, appropriate activities for young learners should be on one hand 

achievable and on the other hand appropriately stimulating so that children feel pleased 

and proud of their work. “Most of the pupils will not try to be successful in an activity 

that they consider to be too difficult for them.” (Kyriacou, p. 82) Similarly, they would 

not continue in an activity that they find too easy.  

To conclude, this chapter proved that teachers should be aware of the developmental 

stage, certain characteristics and needs of their learners. This awareness helps them to 

choose suitable activities for their learners and their learning styles and to teach 

effectively.  

3 Homework 

Learners maybe perceive homework as unpleasant, necessary and useless obligation. 

Contrary to learners, teachers probably consider homework exercises as rare time for 

practicing subject matter. Many learners are used to do lots of given exercises and tasks 

at home as well as their parents are used to ask their children if their homework is done. 

Lesley Painter claims that homework is “a vital part of learning, and it is expected by 

learners, parents, school directors, and teachers“ (Painter, 2003, p. 5). Although 

homework exercises are assigned almost every day almost at every school, this area of 

education seems not to be discussed very much and rather little space is devoted to this 

problem in literature for now. 

3.1 Definition of homework 

Homework could be generally defined as schoolwork that is brought home. According 

to Cooper, homework is “any task assigned by schoolteachers intended for learners to 

carry out during non-school hours” (Cooper, 1989, p. 2). Joselyn A. Butler defines 

homework more specifically. She says that it is “the time students spend outside the 

classroom in assigned activities to practice, reinforce or apply newly-acquired skills and 

knowledge and to learn necessary skills of independent study” (Butler, 1987, p. 1). 



 

3.2 The role of homework in ELT 

Majority of teachers is probably used to assign homework exercises automatically 

because it is expected from them but their personal opinions about the significance and 

purposefulness of homework may differ a lot.  

Everyone seems to have an opinion about the value of homework, but some 

themes are constant: students disdain it, parents think it is important, teachers 

assign it, and no one is sure about what good it does ( Holler – článek). 

The importance of homework can be seen in all subjects and particularly in language 

learning. The essential aim of homework is probably to retain information gained from 

the lessons. We cannot forget that “for a new skill to become automatic or for new 

knowledge to become long-lasting, distributed and sustained practice is necessary 

(Willingham 2002, in Rewiew!)” It is obvious that two or three classroom hours per a 

week might not be enough to contribute to the development of communicative 

competence of young learners in English language. Homework used in ELT brings a 

great possibility to learners to occupy with English language more often, which helps 

them to acquire the subject matter and “their cognitive understanding of language 

increases” (Painter, p.5). Skalková considers homework exercises to be one of the 

organisational forms of teaching. She claims that teachers should be aware of the 

didactic function of homework exercises they assign in relation to the educational 

process. She also refers to the research made by Maňák, which proved that about 

seventy per cent of teachers see the main aim of homework exercises in reinforcing the 

subject matter, gained during the lessons. (Skalková, 2007, p. 241) 

Homework exercises that are carefully planned and given regularly can improve 

learners’ achievement or “enhance their organizational and study skills” (Holler –

článek). Homework that gives learners the opportunity to plan, organise and evaluate 

their work at home can influence learners’ independence and develop their autonomy. 

Since the issue of learners’ autonomy is too broad and it would go well beyond the 

scope of this work, it is not discussed in more details. Working at home on an 

educational task enables learners to work at their own pace. At home, learners are 

expected not to be under stress and they should have the chance to decide “when to start 

working and how long to give to a task” (Buckland, 1993, p.1). On the other hand, it 



 

must be pointed out that not all children have optimal conditions to work in a quiet and 

private space at home.  

The next important role of homework can be seen in its potential for increasing 

communication between the school and home and enhancing parents’ appreciation of 

education. “Schools value homework as an opportunity to reassure parents that they are 

promoting self-reliance, independence and good working habits.” (Buckland, Short, 

1993, p. 2) Moreover, parents can monitor progress of their children. 

David Buckland claims that homework tasks that are focused on various levels of 

difficulty can support differentiation because learners have the opportunity to choose 

the most suitable activity and work at an appropriate level. (Buckland, Short, 1993, p. 1) 

This possibility of choice and the opportunity of being involved in the selection of a 

suitable homework task can also encourage learners to become more self-confident, 

autonomous and independent.  

Some teachers may use homework as an assessment tool but Edward Holler warns, 

“Homework amounts to the most unfair practice that can be used to assess student 

progress in school. (Holler, p. 46)” He argues that learners have different conditions at 

home (access to the resources, support of their family) and that is why they cannot be 

assessed fairly. (Holler, p. 46) However, homework could be utilize as useful resource 

for formative assessment, which gives the teacher a control of learners’ problems and 

complication they have with the subject matter and it “helps teachers determine next 

steps during the learning” (Garrison). This type of assessment is described more in the 

chapter dealing with the key principles for assigning homework exercises. 

3.3 Homework and age of learners 

While many teachers consider homework as a useful device for extending learning 

without distinguishing different age of learners, several researches made by Henry 

Cooper revealed that the effect of homework varies dramatically with the grade level. 

Cooper claims that only high school learners can gain suggested benefits, including 

“improvements in factual knowledge, study skills, self-discipline or problem-solving” 

(Cooper x Sarah?) At the same time, he admits that this does not mean that homework 



 

should not be given to children in the grades of the first stage of elementary school. He 

explains that homework assigned to young learners can help them to develop useful 

study habits, “to grow as their cognitive capacities mature” and to recognize that 

learning can take place everywhere, not only at school (Cooper, p.37).  

3.4 Key principles of assigning homework exercises to young learners 

Although opinions about the role of homework can differ from author to author, many 

of them suggest similar criteria for giving homework either in general and for young 

learners.  

One of the main principles for assigning homework for young learners is that homework 

tasks should not be long. Ovaiza Sally argues that learners who are working at school 

have “the minimum of distraction” but at home, they can perceive homework as 

necessary obligation and tend to do it “carelessly and hurriedly” (Sally). The suitable 

frequency and duration of homework should be defined by school homework policy for 

each grade of elementary school. According to results of Cooper’s research, grades one 

to three should not have more than three assignments a week, each lasting no more than 

fifteen minutes. Grades four to six would be given from two to four assignments a 

week, each lasting fifteen to forty-five minutes. Cooper also suggests using “the Ten 

Minutes Rule” which means that suitable time spend on homework per night equals ten 

minutes multiplied by the learner’s grade level (Cooper, p. 37). When applying this rule, 

teachers should be aware of the fact that the learners can get more homework exercises 

from other teachers on the same day. It is always advantageous to teachers to maintain 

communication with their colleagues.  

Teachers should take into consideration that homework could preclude learners from 

being involved in activities outside school. Young chilldren are usually active in many 

areas such as religious activities, clubs, sports, etc. Holler says: “Homework should not 

dominate after-school life-children need time to have other experiences as a part of their 

development” (Holler). This author also suggests that homework should not be assigned 

over a weekend. (Holler, p. 47) 



 

Homework exercises should be given regularly. It would be too demanding to assign 

homework daily but shorter exercises could be set for example once a week. The aim of 

this regularity is to “get pupils into the habit of working individually” (Sally). The next 

advantage of assigning homework on regular basis is that the learners become inured to 

the system of work that their teacher requires. Teachers should be always sure about the 

suitability of the content of homework for their learners. “The amount and type of 

homework that students do should depend on their developmental level and the quality 

of their support at home” (Cooper, p. 37). Homework should be never assigned as 

punishment and teachers should “never use ’no homework’ as a reward” (Bulter, 1987, 

p. 1). 

Before assigning any homework, teachers should explain properly what are their 

expectations, what is the aim of the homework, what is the deadline for hand out the 

homework and of course, give an appropriate explanation and clear instructions for the 

homework. All homework should be understood properly to be used effectively. In the 

case of assigning English homework to young learners, the instructions could be 

exceptionally given in their mother tongue in order to make them clearer. “We may 

need to use the children’s mother tongue to explain the task and point the children in the 

right direction” (Lewis, 2004, p. 8). The teachers can prepare special sheets with 

instructions to help their learners complete the homework successfully. “When teachers 

prepare written instructions and discuss homework assignments with students, the 

students take the assignment more seriously than if they were just announced.” 

(Review) 

The next important and often discussed issue, dealing with homework, is assessing 

homework exercises and providing an appropriate feedback. Learners are naturally 

eager to know how they have fared and they can lose their interest in homework 

exercises if their work is not assessed in any way. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 

assessing homework seems to be an unfair practise because teachers are not able to 

create the equal conditions for all the learners while working on homework exercises. 

On the contrary, Ryshke points out that “homework should be a component of the 

student’s overall achievement (grade).” He says that when the homework is meaningful 

and formatively assessed, it can be a useful indication of learner’s performance. 



 

(Ryshke, 2011) Although the opinions about using the homework assessment as a part 

of the overall assessment differ from author to author, there is a general consensus in the 

literature that homework should be assessed in some way. The frequent suggestion is to 

assess the homework formatively.  

 Homework should be formatively assessed which means that it should: (1) inform 

the teacher as to whether his or her teaching has been effective; and (2) inform the 

student if he or she has learned the material (Rhyske, 2011). 

There are various definitions of formative assessment. Sedler defines it as “assessment 

that is specifically intended to provide feedback on performance to improve and 

accelerate learning” (Sedler, 1998, p. 77). Teachers should consider whether giving 

marks helps learners to learn effectively.  

In particular, the giving of marks can be counter-productive even when they are 

accompanied by the teacher's comments as to how students might improve. 

Students all too often ignore the helpful comments and pay attention solely to the 

marks (AfL – Homework). 

However giving only mars, does not help students to improve their learning. An 

appropriate “only-comment” feedback would be probably more useful in this case. 

Using this type of feedback requires a deep understanding of learners to the criteria for 

completing the homework.  

Comment-only marking does not preclude the giving of marks or grades to an 

assignment. The teacher can record the marks he/she awards to each assignment 

and use them to build up a picture of summative achievement for the student (AfL 

– Homework). 

The criteria for assessing homework at schools should be defined by relevant homework 

policy. There are still schools that do not provide any rules for assessing homework 

exercises and teachers are given the autonomy to experiment with different methods of 

assigning and assessing homework exercises. 

 Young learners are usually curious and playful. They love activities that include games, 

songs and that allow them to be creative. This tactic can be also applied to homework 

exercises. “A pupil works willingly and well when assignments are lively and 

interesting” (Sally). The fact that children do their homework exercises because they 

enjoy it and not because they are afraid of punishment is the next benefit of using 

creative and funny homework exercises.  



 

Sometimes, there is a lack of time to finish the exercise in the lesson and teachers assign 

to do the exercise at home as homework. According to Sally, this type of exercise is 

called “incidental homework” (Sally). This type of homework can occur from time to 

time but it definitely should not occur too often. It would be unfair to overload learners 

because the teacher was not able to handle the time management. Holler claims that this 

type of homework is usually “assigned in isolation and seldom relates to other school 

goals” (Holler). 

3.5 Effective homework policies 

The authors who write about the issue of homework exercises can have contrary 

opinions but what they are almost all certain about is the importance of including 

homework to school curriculum. North and Pillay noticed during their research in 

Malaysia that “the syllabus documents do not, however, give any guidelines on the 

nature of frequency of homework” (p.). Whereas, Holler claims that “most schools and 

school districts have written policies addressing homework” (2001, p.45). Obviously, 

the importance of homework differs from country to country and from school to school. 

In the Czech curricular document (FEP EE) not even in the school education program, 

there is no mention of homework exercises at all.  

“Setting homework guidelines is an important responsibility that schools should 

not ignore because it assures that someone will use the research as a filter to guide 

how the school manages homework.” (Ryshke, 2011) 

Nevertheless, “it seems important for schools to ensure that there is an overall policy on 

how much homework is set in each subject, and when” (North and Pillay, p.139). 

Without these guidelines, teachers of various subjects may inappropriately assign 

unmanageable amount of homework to learners. The policies should describe 

homework goals in accordance with pedagogical goals of the school and they should 

provide some guidelines for their use. According to Holler, the typical goals of 

homework given by homework policies are usually: “academic achievement, improved 

responsibility, parental involvement” and very often suggestions about how much time 

learners should spend on homework and how homework should be assessed (Holler, 

2001, p. 45). David Buckland points out that the policy should address areas like “the 



 

purpose of homework, examples of successful homework, use of the homework diary or 

strategies for evaluating and developing the policy” (Buckland, 1993, p.35).  

4  Interactive homework exercises and modern technologies in ELT 

It is obvious that without using modern technologies interactive exercises could be 

neither designed nor assigned as homework. Since appropriate sources dealing with the 

issue of interactive exercises were not found, this chapter is devoted mainly to the 

modern technologies. 

The form of interactive homework exercises seems to be an appropriate choice in order 

to satisfy the needs of young learners of English as a second language and at the same 

time meet the requirements that homework for these learners requires.  

Traditional homework assignments (pencil/paper work, preparatory reading 

assignments, etc.) in the early school years are not very effective and should be 

given sparingly, possibly not at all in primary grades (Butler, 1987). 

The main reason why interactive applications are seen as a useful tool in ELT is 

probably that these systems provide various possibilities of feedback that a classical 

exercise book might not be able to offer any more.  

4.1  Interactive exercises 

This term “interactive” can refer both to the social interactivity and to the interactivity 

in the field of computing. However, the social interactivity can also be provided by the 

modern technologies (communication via the Internet, via email, etc.). This work refers 

mainly to the interactivity in the field of computing. 

Skalková defines interactive systems as the systems that enable an active participation 

of the user during the particular processes for example; these systems offer a choice of 

options, comply with requires of the user, ask or answer questions etc. (Skalková, my 

translation). Narciss claims that interactive learning tasks can be defined as “task 

providing multiple response steps or tries and instructional components such as 

feedback, guiding questions, prompts, simulation facilities, and so on” (Narciss, p. 126) 



 

In other words, interactive technological applications react to the users’ commands, 

control their mistakes and give them immediate results or updated information. For 

example, when a learner gives the order (click on a picture) the program will play a 

record of pronunciation of a given word. When the goal of an exercise is to match 

words together correctly and a learner makes a mistake, the program can notify him or 

her of a wrong choice and provide them with an explanation or help. 

Interactive applications have miscellaneous forms. The exercise can be designed in a 

form of Microsoft Office documents, it can be given to learners as an interactive 

application that is burned on the compact disk or the teacher can provide a link to a 

certain website and the learners find the interactive application on the Internet. 

4.2 The role of modern technologies as modern didactic means in ELT 

It is obvious that refusing to include modern technologies into education as didactic 

means would be a step back. Didactic means in general can be defined as “everything 

that helps to achieve educational aims” (Průcha, 2002, p. 276, my translation). In 

didactics, computers and the Internet are classified as “modern didactic means” (Maňák 

in Skalková, 2007, p. 137).  

Mediasearch made the research, focused on the lifestyle of Czech children, which 

selected the sample of seven hundred and thirty Czech children from four to fourteen 

years old. This research revealed that most of the children (eighty nine per cent) still 

prefer watching television in their free time. The Internet plays an important role in 

children’s free time as well. Two fifths of children spend some time on the Internet 

every day and about thirty per cent of children use the Internet at least once a week 

(mediarguru.cz). However, the amount of young learners who use the Internet increases 

and “already today, children are learning Internet skills just as they learn basic reading 

and writing” (Lewis, 2004, p. 5). We can say that teachers who assign homework that 

require working with computers or with the Internet can use the opportunity to integrate 

English into typical and real life of the learners. 

Thanks to modern technologies, teachers have a great chance to design their own 

interactive exercise, which is adapted to the needs of their learners. These opportunities 



 

are conditional on teachers’ capability to operate computers. We live in the age of the 

computer and teachers and learners are supposed to be “electronically literate”. Lewis 

claims that this term means both to acquire technical skills and to be able to understand 

the language of the Internet that is called “CyberEnglish” (Lewis, 2004, p. 5). 

According to the Framework Education Programme for Elementary Education (FEP 

EE), at stage one “the pupils shall use the basic, standard functions of a computer and 

its most common peripheries” or “utilise simple and suitable ways when searching for 

information on the internet” (FEP EE, 2007,p. 33). The chance that learners will meet 

with CyberEnglish when using computers and the Internet is very presumable. 

Moreover, the Internet can be used during the lessons of different subjects at elementary 

school and it can easily provide English-language content on any subject and “thus 

tying the language lessons to the mainstream curriculum” (Lewis, 2004, p. 6). 

Modern technologies support the communication between the teacher and the learner. 

The Internet offers many sharing folders, where the teacher uploads various documents 

and the learners can easily download it for further usage. The Internet or other computer 

networks offer various methods and techniques of exchanging digital messages and an 

electronic mail (e-mail) is one of them. Thanks to an e-mail, social networks and instant 

massaging computer programs, teachers can communicate with their learners 

independently and more often, not only during the school hours, and provide them with 

help. These programs have great potential for the further usage, including but not 

limited to homework. Learners can use them to communicate in English with people 

from around the world, which assures them of the connection between learning English 

and its use in a real life. Today, many sharing folders and Internet portals can be found 

on the Internet. The methodical portal called RVP (www.rvp.cz) can be presented as an 

example. This Internet portal offers many possibilities for teachers of different subjects 

to share educational documents, teaching materials, etc. It can be used as a sharing 

folder for teachers and learners. Teachers can upload there documents containing 

various interactive exercises or an Internet link to a website where they find the 

exercise. When teachers do not find an appropriate exercise at specialized portals, there 

is a huge amount of various websites on the Internet where teachers can easily find 

suitable activities for their learners. Whether the exercise was downloaded from a 

reliable portal or it was randomly chosen on the Internet, it is necessary to evaluate it 



 

before it will be assigned in order to make sure it will serve as an appropriate and useful 

teaching mean. 

Bertrand 1998 warned that modern technologies bring a crucial problem and it is the 

teacher’s loss of control over an educational process. (Bertrand in Skalková, 2007, p. 

141) “Functions of a teacher and a learner in the educational process have changed with 

coming of modern technologies but this change is not as dramatic as was expected” 

(Maňák, 2003, p. 189, my translation). Maňák suggests that some of the teachers’ 

functions are weakened for example direct mediation of subject matter to the learners 

but some of them have increased (planning lessons, analyzing the subject matter, etc.) 

and new have appeared (technologist of didactic means). Teaching how to work with 

information, how to analyze them and how to connect them with personal experience 

seems to be one of the new most important competences of teachers. (2003, p. 189) 

Learners’ functions have changed as well. Maňák claims that learners are more willing 

to accept modern technologies naturally. (2003, p. 190) Today it is obvious that 

computers and the Internet cannot be regarded as a replacement for classroom teaching. 

Lewis asserts that the Internet itself is not able to help the language learning process and 

it has to be always combined with “offline activities” in the classroom lead by the 

teacher. (Lewis, 2004, p. 7).  

4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of modern technologies  

It is obvious that using modern technologies for assigning interactive exercises as the 

homework for young learners have many advantages and disadvantages. Several pros 

and cons were chosen to illustrate possible benefits and drawbacks of using modern 

technologies when assigning interactive homework exercises. 

“There is obviously a great deal of value in computers for home study, self-access and 

distance learning” (Scrivener, p. 354). Maňák claims that computers can expedite and 

individualize the process of gaining independence of learners, which Maňák sees as the 

main purpose of the educational process. (Maňák, 2003, p. 187) The next reason for 

using modern technologies when assigning interactive exercises as homework is the fact 

that the teacher can easily change the habitual form of homework and bring into 

classroom new original incentive. “The multimedia possibilities allow us to introduce 



 

content in diverse ways” (Lewis, 2004, p.5). However, Skalková warns that children 

who watch television or use a computer and the Internet too often lose the chance to 

gain the natural experience of the nature and of the contact with other people. They 

become aware of the world only indirectly (Skalková, 2007, p. 140). 

Modern technologies provide teachers with possibility to design their own interactive 

exercise and to adapt it to the different learning styles of learners. Interactive exercises 

are able to offer suitable ways of learning to visual, auditory and to kinaesthetic 

learners. Teachers can easily satisfy needs of young learners because they can find or 

design an exercise that corresponds with children’s hobbies and interests and that is at 

the same time funny and creative. 

It must be pointed out that even though computers are considered commonplace today, 

some learners and their families still do not own a computer or do not have a connection 

to the Internet, which can bring a problem when the teacher wants to assign an 

interactive homework exercise. When assigning interactive homework exercises on the 

Internet, the main disadvantage is presence of advertisements and confusing information 

on websites. The various advertisements usually occur as colourful, blinking and 

gripping sidebars that appear when a user accesses a website and that easily attract 

young learner´s attention. The teacher should “teach the children to ignore these 

nuisances and focus on the specific task at hand” (Lewis, 2004, p. 15). 

5 Conclusion of the theoretical part 

The theoretical part was focused on description of the development and characteristics 

of young learners, assigning homework exercises and using modern technologies as 

didactic means in ELT for assigning interactive homework exercises. It attempted to 

find a possible connection between these miscellaneous issues and to show that 

assigning interactive homework exercises in English to young learners is not as easy as 

it may seem. This part showed that many different aspects should be taken into 

considerations when planning, assigning and assessing a suitable homework exercise. 

Unfortunately, the extend of this work does not allow to deal with other important 

issues that are associated with themes of the theoretical part such as autonomy of young 



 

learners, different types of homework, various possibilities of assigning and checking 

homework or feedback provided by interactive tasks.  

PRACTICAL PART  

6 Criteria for the evaluation of interactive homework exercises 

As was mentioned in the theoretical part, computers and the Internet offer many 

possibilities of designing, sharing and using various interactive exercises. It was also 

pointed out that before the interactive exercise is assigned it should be carefully 

evaluated to ensure that it is suitable and appropriate to the needs of young learners. 

Since no principles for the evaluation of interactive homework exercises assigned to 

young learners in ELT have been found, several criteria were established according to 

the theoretical part and the professional literature. 

6.1 Purpose 

Skalková declares that when teachers consider assigning homework they should be sure 

about its aim and purpose in relation to the educational process. (Skalková, 2007, p. 

240) Teachers should define the aim of the homework exercise in relation to the aims of 

convenient curricular documents or appropriate homework policy of the elementary 

school. When the aim is defined, the learners should be acquainted with the aim of the 

homework in order to understand why the homework is useful for them. Last but not 

least, teachers should define what the procedure aims are and how the homework will 

be assessed.  

6.2 Content 

When the teacher defines the aim of the homework, the next important step is to be sure 

about its suitable content in relation to the learners. It is obvious that the teachers should 

be aware of the developmental stage of their learners. The exercises should be 

appropriate to the age and skills of the learners as well as to their level of English. 

Teachers should be sure whether the content of the exercise is focused on skills or sub-

skills and whether it contributes to achieving the aims. The goal of the assignment 



 

should be achievable and at the same time challenging to make young learners feel 

satisfied with their work. 

Buckland and Short suggest that a suitably chosen exercise could support differentiation 

by task. It means that the teacher gives the learners a choice of tasks that are focused on 

different levels of difficulty or learning styles. The authors point out that the exercise 

could support differentiation by outcome as well. Differentiation by outcome is 

supported when “some tasks are set for the whole class and yet produces widely 

differing end results” (Buckland; Short, 1993, p. 1).  

When the teachers know their learners well, they are able to look for an exercise that is 

focused on their specific interests and hobbies. Teachers should ensure the exercise is 

suitable for different learning styles of the learners or for their learning preferences. 

Painter suggests that teachers can use a simple questionnaire (Appendix 1) to find out 

what ways of learning the learners prefer (2003, p. 9). 

6.3 Accessibility 

Modern technologies bring new demands either on teaches and on learners. “We live in 

the age of the computer, and there are growing demands on almost everyone, including 

teachers, to become technologically literate” (Teeler, Grayd, 2000, p. 1). Before 

assigning an interactive exercise, teachers should be sure that the learners have the 

technical skills that are necessary for completing the homework. When using this 

criterion, teachers should answer following questions:  

- Do all the learners own a computer at home? 

- Do all the learners have the Internet connection? 

- Do all the learners have essential skills of working with modern technologies? 

- In what form will be the exercise provided to the learners? 

- Will the learners get a special sheet with instructions?  

- Are the learners able to complete the assignment themselves or will they need 

the involvement of their parents? 

Teaches can prepare an instruction sheet for their learners in order to make sure students 

are able to complete the homework. The instruction sheet could include for example: 



 

- date of assigning the homework and date of the deadline 

- time needed for the homework 

- telephone number of the teacher in case the learners need help 

- instructions for the homework 

6.4 Appearance 

The overall appearance of an interactive exercise can influence the learners’ perception 

of the assignment. As mentioned in the theoretical part, “it is common sense that if an 

activity is enjoyable, it will be memorable” (Phillips, 1993, p. 6). Exercises that include 

colours, pictures and animations are most likely popular among young learners and 

could help them not to perceive the exercise as an obligatory homework. The 

arrangement of exercises is another aspect of appearance, which should be taken into 

consideration.  

6.5 Duration 

Since the young learners have a limited attention span and homework assigned to these 

learners should be adapted to their age and the grade of elementary school, teachers 

should ensure that to complete the homework does not last too long and at the same 

time, whether it is not too easy. When the suitable duration of the homework is not 

defined by the school homework policy and the teachers are not sure about the suitable 

time that should be devoted to the assignment, they can apply “the Ten Minutes Rule” 

made out by Harris Cooper. This rule states that suitable time spend on homework per 

night equals ten minutes multiplied by the learner’s grade level (Cooper, p. 37). 

Obviously, teachers must take into account that other colleagues might give learners 

other exercises on the same day.  

6.6 Feedback forms 

According to this criterion, teachers should focus on a range of different feedback forms 

provided by the interactive exercise. Different interactive exercises provide different 

types of feedback. Bertrand gives these examples; it can “assess learners’ performance, 

analyze their mistakes, questions“ (Bertrand in Skalková, 2007, p. 141). Many examples 



 

of feedback could be presented here but it would be out of the scope of this work. What 

feedback possibilities the exercise should offer depends on the teachers’ demands on the 

exercise.  

6.7 Anticipated problems 

Lesson plans for individual lessons often include a space for assumptions of anticipated 

problems. It seems to be important to include assumptions of anticipated problems in 

the criteria. For example, when the interactive exercise was found on the Internet, 

teachers should examine the occurrence and the hidden dangers of advertisements and 

be prepared to inform the learners about these dangers.  

Suggested criteria should include the most important aspects of interactive exercises 

that are planned to be assigned as homework to young learners in ELT. When teachers 

consider all these criteria, they should get to the conclusion whether the exercise they 

chose can be used as a suitable interactive homework for their learners. 

7 The evaluation of a chosen interactive exercise  

For the purpose of this part, one interactive exercise was chosen on the Internet in order 

to simulate the situation of the teacher who tries to find an appropriate interactive 

exercise focused on a specific topic and with a specific purpose. The class of the fourth 

grade of Czech elementary school was chosen in order to use suggested criteria for the 

evaluation of a specific homework exercise that could be assigned to this class.  

7.1 Background information 

Before the evaluation of a chosen exercise, it is important to provide background 

information about the class of the learners that should be given the homework. As 

mentioned above, the class of the fourth grade of Czech elementary school was chosen. 

After the discussion with the English teacher of this class, ten words focused on clothes 

were chosen to be practised in a form of an interactive homework exercise. Since the 

teacher already introduced the vocabulary dealing with parts of clothes in previous 

lessons, his demand on the homework was that it should contribute to reinforcing given 

vocabulary and to help learners to retain them in memory.  



 

The Internet was searched with the purpose to find an interactive exercise dealing with 

practising clothes vocabulary. A convenient internet website called anglomaniacy.pl, 

English for Kids. The place for fun learning (www.anglomaniacy.pl) was found. This 

website was chosen as the most appropriate because of its huge range of possibilities for 

interactive English learning. It contains a special section called “word games,” which 

includes five different games for practising English vocabulary in a funny way. When 

the topic of clothes was chosen, the website provided the five games for practising 

vocabulary dealing with parts of clothes. The exercise also includes a pictorial 

dictionary that enables the learners to listen to the recordings of pronunciation of 

individual words 

The criteria defined above were applied to evaluate this interactive exercise and to 

suggest whether it could be used as a suitable interactive homework exercise for the 

chosen class of learners. It must be pointed out that although most of the information 

about the class was provided by the English teacher of this class, some facts such as 

learners’ hobbies and interests could not be included. 

7.2 Purpose 

The aim defined by the teacher of this class was that “by the end of the week, learners 

will be able to use given vocabulary dealing with clothes accurately.” This aim is based 

on the aims of School Educational Programme of this elementary school. These aims 

dealing with the topic of clothing are; “a learner is able to describe what people are 

wearing and what they are not wearing; a learner is able to ask and answer the question 

about what he or she is wearing” (SEP, p.61, my translation).  

The aim of the interactive homework exercise corresponds with the aim of the teacher 

because this homework exercise should help to achieve this aim. The aim was defined 

as follows: “the learners will be able to use given vocabulary dealing with clothes 

accurately.” The procedure aims were, “learners will find the exercise on the internet, 

choose one of the games provided by the website, play it and write a short paragraph 

what game they liked the most.” This exercise provides many different possibilities of 

assessment. Since various types and possibilities of assessment of this exercise could be 

used for different purposes, the suggestion of the assessment was not define.  



 

7.3  Content 

The learners of the chosen class are ten to eleven years old. Considering their age, this 

homework seems to be an appropriate for their needs. The individual activities of the 

exercise are provided in a form of games. According to the theoretical part, games are 

considered a suitable form of activities for young learners. The exercise should be 

designed for practising one of the sub-skills - vocabulary. According to Scrivener, 

suitable exercises on vocabulary include for example “matching pictures to lexical 

items; matching parts of lexical items to other parts, e. g. beginnings and endings; filling 

in crosswords, grids or diagrams or play memory games” (Scrivener, p. 237). The 

evaluated exercise satisfies all of these examples and offers other activities for 

practising vocabulary.  

This exercise successfully supports differentiation by task because it offers different 

types of games that are suitable to different types of learning styles and different 

preferences of learning of the learners. The learners have the opportunity to choose the 

game that would suit to their learning preferences. The exercise has the potential to 

support differentiation by outcome, too. Since there was not given any type of 

assessment, an example is provided to show how this exercise could support 

differentiation by outcome. In the last step of the homework assignment, students could 

be asked to write a short paragraph that describes what game they liked the most and 

what game would help them to learn the vocabulary in future. This activity could bring 

interesting and different outcomes. 

A short description of the games, their goals and suitability for different learning styles 

(division by Bandler and Grindler) is provided below. This description could also 

include for example different types of feedback provided by individual games. 



 

7.3.1 Pictorial dictionary 

The first activity that is required by the instructions for the homework is to click on 

individual words in the pictorial dictionary that is situated above the games and listen to 

the pronunciation of each of them. This activity should suitable for all the types of 

learners because it offers the graphical form of the words, recordings of pronunciation 

of these words and the learners can choose what picture they want to click on. 

7.3.2 Hangman  

The goal of the game is to choose the right letters in order to complete the puzzle and to 

guess the unknown word. When the letter does not fit to the word, a gibbet is 

systematically drawn by the application. This game is especially useful for visual and 

kinesthetic learners because they have to click on the letters to choose them and they 

can watch the process of their guessing (making the gibbet). There are also several 

sounds included to support the individual steps of the learners, which could contribute 

to better conditions for auditory learners.  

7.3.3 Simon says 

This game is based on the repetition of a number of steps, made by the application. 

Learners should repeat the whole order of pronounced words by clicking on the 

pictures. If they make a mistake, the game is over. This game offers the best conditions 

for auditory learners because they can hear the pronunciation of specific words. The 

usage of pictures and the need of clicking on them support also learning of visual and 

kinesthetic learners. 

7.3.4 Matching game 

This game requires finding the pairs that go together. In this case, the pair is formed by 

a card with a picture of a word and a card where the word is written. This activity helps 

visual and kinesthetic learners the most because they have to turn a card by clicking on 

it and they have to find a suitable counterpart. This game includes a time counter that 

could be used for example for comparing the time results of the learners. 



 

7.3.5 Spelling game  

Learners are supposed to choose a picture and write a correct name of the word in the 

picture. Kinesthetic learners could appreciate this game because it requires using a 

keyboard. Pictures and sounds that support feedback on the action in this game can be 

helpful also for visual and auditory learners. 

7.3.6 Word searching 

This game requires matching letters in a table of letters to make a word. Learners have 

to find all the words given on the right side of the table. This game is suitable for 

kinesthetic learners the most.  

7.3.7 Clothes picture test 

Although this application is labelled as “test,” it can function as a game. Learners have 

to choose five words from a list of ten words and to match them with a picture of the 

word correctly. Kinesthetic and visual learners are advantaged. 

7.3.8 Clothes vocabulary quiz 

This game is made for learners with higher level of English. Learners are expected to 

understand the description of a specific word and to choose the correct picture of this 

word. This game is suitable mainly for visual and kinesthetic learners. 

7.4 Accessibility 

The School educational programme (here and after SEP) of this school was studied in 

detail in order to find out what subjects dealing with modern technologies the learners 

have. The document states that learners have a subject called Informatics, which should 

represent the area of information and communication technologies. After finishing this 

subject successfully, learners should be able to use a computer and the Internet at a 

basic level. According to the SEP, during the first five years of the elementary school 

the learners have this subject one hour per a week in the fifth grade (SEP, 2007, p. 28). 

Unfortunately, it means that the learners in the fourth grade cannot be expected to be 



 

officially prepared for working with modern technologies. However, as mentioned in 

the theoretical part, using computers and the Internet become a new skill that learners 

acquire from their early age. The teacher of this class confirmed that the learners are 

able to use modern technologies because they are used to work with computers and the 

Internet during the English lessons. Moreover, a brief survey, made by the teacher 

earlier, revealed that all the learners from this English class have a computer at home 

and most of them have an Internet connection.  

The address of the website is not too difficult to be copied into an address bar and that is 

why it should be achievable for young learners to find the website 

(http://www.anglomaniacy.pl/clothesTopic.htm). In order to guarantee that the learners 

would be able to complete the homework a sheet with instructions was made for them 

(Appendix 2). This instruction sheet was made in the learners’ mother tongue in order to 

ensure that the learners understand the instruction. It also includes detailed instructions 

to all of the games to provide learners with the clue when needed. 

 The learners should be able to complete the assignment themselves but the help of 

parents is welcomed. The learners could need help of their parents for example when 

they have to enter the correct URL address. 

7.5 Appearance 

The appearance of the chosen exercises can easily attract young learners’ attention. On 

the top of the page, there are funny creatures that are smiling and give rise to positive 

feelings of a user. A wide range of colours and many pictures are used to make the 

individual games look playful. 

7.6 Duration 

The “Ten Minutes Rule” was applied to find out what time the learners should spend on 

the homework. According to this rule, the time spent on homework for the learners 

should be forty minutes. It must be taken into consideration that other homework 

exercises could be assigned to the learners by other colleagues. Since this assignment is 

not too difficult to complete, ten minutes could be suggested as reasonable time.  



 

7.7 Anticipated problems 

The learners have to enter the website address (URL) correctly, which could be seen as 

the most problematic part of this homework exercise. The next disadvantage is that the 

website, which provides the games, includes two sidebars with advertisements.  

7.8 Evaluation summary 

 The chosen interactive exercise was evaluated according to defined criteria and it can 

be stated that this exercise could be used as an appropriate interactive homework 

exercise for the learners of the fourth grade of elementary school. According to the 

criteria, this exercise meets the needs of the learners as well as the demands on the 

homework made by the English teacher of this class. 

8 Conclusion of the practical part 

The practical parts had two main aims. The first aim of the practical part was to define 

criteria for the evaluation of interactive homework exercises assigned to young learners 

in ELT. The purpose of developing the criteria was that they should be useful for the 

teachers of English when planning to assign interactive homework exercise. The second 

aim of the practical part was to choose a specific exercise on the Internet and evaluate it 

according to the given criteria. This exercise was carefully evaluated and it was stated 

that it can be assigned to the learners as a suitable interactive homework exercise.  

9 Conclusion 

The purpose of this bachelor thesis was to introduce the issue of homework exercises in 

English language teaching, which are assigned to young learners. This work   

  



 

Resumé 

Cílem této bakalářské práce je poukázat na problematiku domácích cvičení ve výuce 

anglického jazyka a využití možností moderních technologií a internetu při jejich 

zadávání a kontrole. Práce je zaměřena na děti prvního stupně základní školy, tedy žáky 

od sedmi do dvanácti let.  

Práce se dělí na dvě části, na část teoretickou a na část praktickou. Teoretická část se 

nejprve věnuje popisu a charakteristice vývoje malých dětí. Uvádí, jaké jsou jejich 

potřeby, čím se liší od starších žáků a jak probíhá jejich vývoj na úrovni kognitivní, 

fyzické, emoční, sociální i jazykové. Dále jsou zde popsány různé styly učení, které 

mohou různí žáci upřednostňovat a nastíněny jsou zde také vhodné aktivity, které by 

měly být pro malé děti nejvhodnější.  

Další kapitola je věnována domácímu úkolu. Domácí úkol nebo domácí cvičení je 

všeobecně málo diskutované téma, nejenom ve výuce anglického jazyka. Tato kapitola 

definuje význam termínu „domácí úkol“ a popisuje jeho roli ve výuce anglického 

jazyka. Úloha domácího úkolu je zásadní a velmi podobná ve většině předmětů. 

Základním cílem domácích úkolů je většinou zopakování, procvičení a osvojení si 

znalostí, získaných z hodiny. V dnešní době je ale domácí úkol často podceňovaný a 

často nejsou dodržována žádná kritéria a vhodné principy při jeho zadávání. Podle 

různých autorů, zabývajících se danou problematikou byla do této kapitoly zahrnuta 

rozličná kritéria a obecná doporučení pro zadávání domácích úkolů. Jedním z nich je 

například vymezení vhodného času, který by měl žák úkolu věnovat. Často totiž 

dochází k tomu, že žáci jsou doslova zahlceni domácími úkoly a jejich zpracování je 

nad jejich síly. K předcházení takovýchto situací by měl sloužit školou vytvořený 

dokument, který by ošetřoval pravidla zadávání domácích úkolů, především častost 

zadávání, způsoby hodnocení, zapojení rodičů a již zmiňovanou časovou náročnost 

s ohledem na věk a schopnosti žáků. Kapitola věnovaná domácímu úkolu je zakončena 

právě popisem nutnosti vytvoření a zahrnutí takového dokumentu do učebního plánu 

školy. 

Interaktivní domácí cvičení a moderní technologie ve výuce anglického jazyka je název 

poslední kapitoly teoretické části. Tato kapitola nejprve poukazuje na to, že využití 

moderních technologií by nebylo možné interaktivní domácí cvičení navrhnou ani 



 

zadat. Jelikož bylo nalezeno málo zdrojů, které se zabývají problematikou interaktivních 

cvičení, větší pozornost je v této kapitole věnována právě moderním technologiím. 

Přesto je zde uvedeno, že interaktivní cvičení by mohly být vhodnou formou domácího 

úkolu pro žáky prvního stupně základní školy. Následující podkapitola se věnuje pouze 

interaktivním cvičením a snaží se definovat pojem „interaktivita“ což je termín 

používaný jak ve smyslu sociální komunikace, tak ve smyslu komunikace 

zprostředkované  moderními technologiemi, především počítačem a Internetem. Uvádí 

také, jaké formy může interaktivní cvičení mít. Další podkapitola se věnuje úloze 

moderních technologií jako moderních didaktických prostředků ve výuce anglického 

jazyka. Mimo jiné tato podkapitola popisuje možnosti komunikace, které můžou být 

zprostředkovány pomocí moderních technologií jako například elektronická pošta (e-

mail). V této podkapitole jsou také uvedeny možnosti sdílení a šíření učebních materiálů 

pomocí internetových a metodických portálů, vytvořených pro tyto účely.  

Prvním cílem praktické části této práce bylo na základě poznatků z teoretické části a 

použití odborné literatury vytvořit kritéria pro hodnocení interaktivních domácích úkolů 

z anglického jazyka zadávaných malým dětem. Tato kritéria by měla sloužit učitelům 

pro zhodnocení interaktivního domácího úkolu, který zadávají svým žákům. Druhým 

cílem praktické části bylo na základě vytvořených kritérií zhodnotit vybrané interaktivní 

cvičení a navrhnout zdali by mohlo být využito jako vhodný interaktivní domácí úkol 

pro žáky prvního stupně základní školy. Jako příklad je zde uveden český portál RVP 

(www.rvp.cz) který nabízí široké využití nejen pro učitele anglického jazyka. Jako 

hlavní výhoda těchto portálů, je zde prezentována možnost sdílení dokumentů a odkazů 

učitele se žáky. Pomocí takového portálu může učitel jednoduše nahrát dokument, třeba 

i domácí cvičení pro žáky, do příslušné složky a žáci si naopak mohou dokument 

stáhnout a pracovat na něm.  

Další podkapitola poukazuje na výhody a nevýhody moderních technologií. Mezi 

výhody počítá například možnost  učitele vytvořit vlastní interaktivní cvičení, které by 

bylo přizpůsobeno potřebám jeho žáků. Zároveň je zde však uvedeno, že vytváření 

interaktivních cvičení vyžaduje jistou technickou gramotnost učitele. Jako jedna 

z nevýhod moderních technologií je zmíněna nevyžádaná reklama, která se často 

objevuje na internetových stránkách ve formě blikajících postranní panelů. Tyto 



 

reklamy bohužel výborně upoutávají pozornost nejen u žáků prvního stupně základní 

školy.  

Praktická část této práce měla dva hlavní cíle. Prvním cílem bylo definovat kritéria pro 

hodnocení interaktivních domácích úkolů zadávaných žákům prvního stupně základní 

školy, jelikož žádná kritéria pro takovéto hodnocení nebyla nalezena. Tato kritéria byla 

vytvořena na základě poznatků z teoretické části této práce a také za pomoci odborné 

literatury. Prvním z definovaných kritérií je účel. Pod tímto pojmem je míněno 

stanovení cíle domácího úkolu ve vztahu k samotnému vyučovacímu procesu. Podle 

tohoto kritéria by měl učitel jasně definovat cíle domácího úkolu ve vztahu 

k odpovídajícím kurikulárním dokumentům školy. Učitel by měl také být schopen 

poskytnout jasné instrukce k domácímu úkolu a ujasnit, jak bude domácí úkol 

hodnocen. Dalším kritériem je obsah. Obsah interaktivního domácího úkolu by měl 

napomáhat k dosažení vymezených cílů a měl by být vhodný pro potřeby žáků daného 

věku a jazykové úrovně. Vhodně zvolené interaktivní domácí cvičení může podporovat 

diferenciaci a to sice diferenciaci v zadání či diferenciaci ve výstupech. Toto kritérium 

zahrnuje také zvážení vhodnosti domácího cvičení po stránce různých stylů učení žáků.  

Následujícím kritériem je dostupnost a přístupnost interaktivního cvičení. Toto 

kritérium připomíná, že je důležité, aby si učitel ověřil, zda jsou žáci schopni pracovat 

s moderními technologiemi před tím, než interaktivní domácí úkol zadá. Dále toto 

kritérium nabízí několik otázek, které mohou učiteli pomoci při plánování 

interaktivního domácího úkolu. Jedna z otázek například zní: Mají doma všichni žáci 

počítač? V tomto kritériu je zahrnut také návrh na vytvoření pomocného listu 

s instrukcemi pro správné splnění interaktivního domácího úkolu. Dalším kritériem je 

celkový vzhled interaktivního cvičení, který může ovlivnit žákovo vnímání domácího 

úkolu. Pokud cvičení využívá obrázků a barev, může se tak stát pro žáka mnohem 

zábavnějším. Velmi důležité je také kritérium, které je zaměřeno na délku trvání 

domácího úkolu. Jelikož interaktivní cvičení mohou poskytovat různé druhy zpětné 

vazby, další kritérium je zaměřeno právě na formy této zpětné vazby. Těchto forem je 

mnoho druhů. Cvičení může například žáka upozornit na chybu, popřípadě mu podat 

vysvětlení nebo poskytnout nápovědu. Při každém plánování je důležité předvídat 

možné problémy. Proto byly předvídané problémy definovány jako poslední kritérium. 



 

Záměrem vymezení kritérií pro hodnocení interaktivních domácích cvičení z anglického 

jazyka pro žáky prvního stupně základní školy bylo, aby tato kritéria mohla sloužit jako 

užitečná pomůcka pro učitele při plánování a zadávání interaktivního domácího úkolu. 

Druhým cílem praktické části bylo vybrat interaktivní domácí cvičení se specifickým 

cílem pro žáky čtvrté třídy základní školy a zhodnotit ho podle stanovených kritérií. 

Před samotným hodnocením byly poskytnuty základní informace týkající se 

kurikulárních dokumentů školy, cílů výuky a požadavků učitele, který v této třídě 

vyučuje anglický jazyk na domácí úkol. Toto cvičení bylo zaměřeno na procvičování 

slovní zásoby týkající se oblečení. Při hodnocení tohoto podle kritéria dostupnosti bylo 

zjištěno, že podle školního vzdělávacího programu školy, mají žáci na prvním stupni 

předmět Informatika pouze jednu hodinu týdně a to až v páté třídě základní školy. 

Naštěstí podle dřívějšího průzkumu učitele bylo zjištěno, že žáci jsou schopni pracovat 

s moderními technologiemi, protože jsou často využívány při hodinách anglického 

jazyka. Nejzajímavějším aspektem tohoto interaktivního domácího cvičení byla 

možnost diferenciace pomocí zadání domácího úkolu. Toto cvičení totiž nabízí možnost 

výběru z pěti her (např. šibenice nebo osmisměrka) a dvou testů. Žáci si mohou sami 

vybrat, jaká hra pro ně bude nejvhodnější a nejatraktivnější ve významu procvičování 

slovní zásoby. Zároveň toto cvičení podporuje diferenciaci ve výsledku, jelikož 

navrhnutou závěrečnou aktivitou bylo žákovo vyhodnocení nejlepší a nejužitečnější hry 

pro procvičování slovní zásoby. Ačkoliv bylo žákům zadáno stejné cvičení, výsledky 

tohoto hodnocení se mohou výrazně lišit a učitel je může použít pro další potřeby 

plánování podobných cvičení. Za zmínku stojí i obrázkový interaktivní slovník, který je 

součástí cvičení a který nabízí zpětnou vazbu pro žáka v podobě přehrání nahrávky 

s výslovností slovíčka, pokud je kliknuto na obrázek daného slovíčka. V rámci 

hodnocení tohoto interaktivního cvičení byl také vytvořen vzor pomocného listu, který 

obsahuje potřebné informace a postup pro správné splnění interaktivního domácího 

úkolu. Součástí tohoto listu je také podrobný návod ke všem hrám, které jsou součástí 

cvičení. Vybrané cvičení bylo podrobeno všem kritériím pro hodnocení interaktivních 

cvičení a bylo vyhodnoceno jako vhodné a přínosné pro potřeby žáků vybrané třídy 

základní školy.  
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire – students’ learning preferences (Painter, 2003, p. 10)  

  



 

Appendix 2 – instruction sheet 

Homework – vocabulary – clothes  

Datum zadání: 

Datum odevzdání: 

Potřebný čas ke splnění úkolu:  

Kontakt:  

Postup: 

1. Do internetového prohlížeče zadejte adresu: 

http://www.anglomaniacy.pl/clothesTopic.htm 

2. Přesvědčte se, že máte zapnutý zvuk. 

3. Na hlavní ploše sjeďte na „CLOTHES PICTURE DICTIONARY“ uvidíte zde 

10 obrázků oblečení, postupně klikejte na každý z nich a poslouchejte 

výslovnost. 

4. Sjeďte dolů a vyberte si jednu z 5 her nebo popřípadě jeden ze 2 testů a zahrajte 

si ji/ zkuste si udělat test. (Návod ke každé hře najdete na druhé straně tohoto 

listu.) 

5. Pro splnění úkolu stačí vyzkoušení jedné hry. Pokud budete mít ale chuť, můžete 

si zkusit zahrát ještě jinou, nebo třeba všechny hry, volba je na vás.   

6. Napište, jaká hra se vám nejvíce líbila a která z nabízených her by vám nejlépe 

vyhovovala při procvičování anglických slovíček. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

7. Odevzdejte tento papír svému  učiteli. 

  



 

Návod ke hře: 

HANGMAN – Klikněte na tlačítko „start“. Postupně vybírejte písmenka, o kterých si myslíte, 

že budou součástí hádaného slova. Pokud vyberete správné písmenko, přesune se z dolního 

seznamu nahoru vlevo do „tajenky“. Pokud vyberete špatně, písmeno zmizí a místo něho vám 

počítač nakreslí kousek „šibenice“. V pravém rámečku najdete několik znaků. První je „?“ 

s nápisem „help“ toto tlačítko vám v angličtině vysvětluje, to, co zde právě píši já, tedy k čemu 

jaké tlačítko slouží. Dalším tlačítkem je „!“ s nápisem „hint“ (nápověda). Pokud kliknete na toto 

tlačítko, zobrazí se vám krátký anglický text, který popisuje slovíčko, které hledáte. Např.: Like 

a dress, but with no top part. (Podobné šatům, ale bez vrchní části.) = skirt (sukně). Tento popis 

pro vás ale bude asi ještě obtížné použít, proto bych raději zkoušela písmenka. Dalším políčkem 

je „šipka“ s nápisem „new word“ (nové slovo). Pokud nebudete moci slovíčko uhodnout a 

nebude se vám líbit, jak se staví šibenice, můžete kliknout na toto tlačítko a slovíčko se vám 

vymění za nové. Pokud stisknete tlačítko „+“ „enter my own word“ můžete si zde zadat 

slovíčko vlastní a zahrát si hru třeba ve dvojici. Posledním tlačítkem je „back“. Tím se vrátíte na 

úplný začátek hry. 

SIMON SAYS – Stiskněte tlačítko „PLAY“. Počítač vám přehraje slovíčko a zároveň ho 

zvýrazní „bliknutím“ obrázku. Vaším úkolem je pozorně poslouchat a kliknout na daný obrázek 

také. Pokud splníte správně, počítač slovíčko zopakuje a navíc přidá ještě jedno (buď to samé, 

nebo jiné) např.: „shoes“, „shoes“, vy zase zopakujete kliknutím na daný obrázek. Takto to jde 

stále dokola, dokud si správně pamatujete počet kliknutí a opakujete postup správně. Pokud 

uděláte chybu, objeví se vám nápis Game over. Try again! (Hra skončila, zkuste to znova!).  

MATCHING – Klasické pexeso. Hádáte dvojice – anglický název s obrázkem.  

SPELLING – Vyberte si jeden obrázek. Když na něj kliknete,  zobrazí se vám na pravé straně a 

pod ním volné políčko. Vaším úkolem, je do tohoto políčka napsat ANGLICKY slovíčko, 

neboli název obrázku. Po napsání stiskněte tlačítko „Check it!“ Panáček vlevo dole by měl říci 

„YES“. (Nad obrázkem se slovíčko objevuje polsky, nenechte se však zmást). Pokud slovíčko 

napíšete špatně, upozorní vás na to obrázek kluka vlevo dole. Pokud kliknete na obrázek znovu 

(už jen na jeho obrys), můžete si chybu opravit. Tato hra „nemá konec“ vždy až budete mít 

všechny obrázky pryč a zbudou zde jen jejich obrysy, měli byste mít splněno, ale vzhledem 

k tomu, že vám obrázek zmizí, i když slovíčko napíšete chybně, doporučuji si vždy slovíčko 

opravit a nechat si ho zkontrolovat. 

WORDSEARCH – Klasická osmisměrka. Tahem myši do všech stran označíte hledaná 

slovíčka viz. rámeček vlevo. Když hru dohrajete, můžete si jí zopakovat kliknutím na tlačítko 

„PLAY AGAIN“ (Hraj znovu) 

PICTURE TEST – Kliknutím a tahem myši přetáhněte rámeček s napsaným slovíčkem 

k obrázku, ke kterému patří. Pozor! Slovíček je tu více než obrázků! Test končí, když máte 

zařazeny všechny názvy u správných obrázků. 

CLOTHES VOCABULARY QUIZ – Stiskněte tlačítko „PLAY“. Tato hra je o něco těžší, 

protože se zde zase jedná o anglický popis obrázku. Možná nebudete rozumět všemu, ale pokud 

budete chtít, klidně si kvíz vyzkoušejte. Př.: A shirt for women and girls. (Košile pro ženy a 

holky.) = blouse (halenka).  


